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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

HyQuest President & CEO Pinckney Accepted to
U.S. Small Business Administration’s (SBA’s)
2019 Emerging Leaders Program
HAYMARKET, Va., April 25, 2019 — HyQuest Consulting Solutions, LLC announced today that
President and CEO Jameece D. Pinckney has been accepted to the SBA’s 2019 Emerging
Leaders Program. The program is an intensive, customized, executive-level training series
designed to accelerate the growth of high-potential small businesses. The SBA considered
HyQuest’s current status and commitment to growth when selecting Pinckney as an entrant to
the program.
The program training is for established small business owners and executives that have annual
revenues of at least $250,000, have been in business for at least three years, and have at least
one employee other than themselves. Specialized training areas include growth strategies plans,
financing and access to capital, government contracting, and CEO mentoring, all intended to
stimulate and support the expansion of the participants’ businesses.
Pinckney said, “I look forward to participating in the SBA’s Emerging Leaders Program for the
next seven months and to obtaining the connections, knowledge, and tools to take HyQuest to
the next level on our growth trajectory. Lessons learned from the training series will be
instrumental in our development in the years to come.”
Participants are expected to develop a three-year strategic growth action plan and to complete
annual business assessments for three years after completing the program to track its impact.
About HyQuest Consulting Solutions, LLC
HyQuest delivers mission support services, specializing in acquisition and contract management
for government and commercial customers. We make our customer’s vision our mission. We
focus on providing a full range of high-quality solutions, from business and management
consulting, to program management support, staff augmentation, compliance, and risk
management. HyQuest achieves measurable, meaningful results by strategically addressing
diverse requirements that lead to forward-thinking solutions. We build customer intimacy for long-

term partnerships and offer agencies and industry partners a comprehensive suite of services
and outcome-based experience.
HyQuest is a minority- and woman-owned small business headquartered in Haymarket, Virginia.
To learn more, visit www.hyquestconsulting.com.
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